Part One: Membership

NDAA is the oldest and largest association of prosecutors in the country with over 5,000 members. Our mission is to be the voice of America’s prosecutors and to support their efforts to protect the rights and safety of the people. As a NDAA member, prosecutors become part of a community dedicated to protecting the rights and safety of the people.

A membership with NDAA provides the following opportunities:

○ Career Development & Education
○ Technical Assistance & Informational Resources
○ Networking & Exposure Among Peers
○ Advocacy & Legislative Updates

Part Two: Program Overview

Elevate Blue

Funding:
○ International Association of Chiefs of Police

Program Objectives:
○ Provide training, technical assistance and other resources to prosecutors and law enforcement based on identified needs in the field
○ Identify subject matter experts on topics to assist in development of training and technical assistance

Human Trafficking

Funding:
○ International Association of Chiefs of Police

Program Objectives:
○ Coordinate with the International Association of Chiefs of Police to respond to technical assistance requests, identify subject matter experts on operational topics and develop/disseminate training
○ Develop webinars based on an assessment of needs by IACP of OVC Task Force grantees
○ Participate in the online Task Force Connect community of practice to facilitate ongoing peer-to-peer networking and learning
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Justice Counts

Funding:
- Council of State Governments

Program Objectives:
- Assist in the development, dissemination and buy-in for aggregate criminal justice data in all 50 states and develop a set of data standards to drive budget and policy decisions

Juvenile Justice

Funding:
- U.S. Department of Justice
  - Office on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention

Program Objectives:
- Develop of training opportunities for juvenile prosecutors, their support staff, and allied criminal justice professionals
- Develop of technical assistance efforts for juvenile prosecutors, their support staff, and allied criminal justice professionals
- Develop of publications for juvenile prosecutors, their support staff, and allied criminal justice professionals

Mapping Prosecutor-Led Diversion

Funding:
- Chan Zuckerberg Initiative

Program Objectives:
- Catalog and assess prosecutor-led diversion programs that promote alternatives to incarceration in partnership with the Urban Institute

Mental Health

Funding:
- Council of State Governments

Program Objectives:
- Create guidance for the field in best practices for prosecution responses to people with MI/IDD

National Survey of Prosecutors

Funding:
- RTI International

Program Objectives:
- Support the Bureau of Justice Statistics in developing and disseminating the National Survey of Prosecutors to collect baseline prosecutorial data
- Engage prosecutors’ offices from around the country to encourage and secure participation in the National Survey of Prosecutors

National Traffic Law Center

Funding:
- U.S. Department of Transportation
  - National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
  - Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration
- Foundation for Advancing Alcohol Responsibility
- National Association of Boating Law Administrators
- Lyft

Program Objectives:
- Provide technical assistance on traffic safety issues for prosecutors, law enforcement, judges, and other traffic safety professionals
- Develop and updating of training curriculum pertaining to legal issues in impaired driving and commercial driver’s license cases
- Produce monographs on specific topics pertaining to impaired and distracted driving and commercial motor vehicles

NDAA Prosecutor Discussion Forum

Program Objectives:
- Facilitate the ability to discuss, problem solve, strategize, and engage with prosecutors around the country through a peer-to-peer platform
- Share critical information and best practices in real time
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NDAA Prosecutor Well-being

Program Objectives:
- Develop a network of prosecutors committed to the exchange of ideas to support the mental health and well-being of prosecutors
- Provide resources and promote prosecutor well-being on a wide range of issues including secondary trauma, burnout, vicarious trauma, and compassion fatigue

NDAA Technical Assistance

Program Objectives:
- Provide technical assistance to prosecutors around the country through the Association's technical assistance form: https://ndaa.org/resources/technical-assistance-request/

Project Safe Neighborhoods

Funding:
- CNA Corporation

Program Objectives:
- Identify, target, and strategize to prevent violent crime across the country, while encouraging collaboration between federal, state, local and tribal law enforcement officials, prosecutors, community leaders and other stakeholders

Public Safety Partnership

Funding:
- CNA Corporation

Program Objectives:
- Identify subject matter experts to respond to technical assistance and assessment requests from prosecutors' offices in the field

Violence Against Women

Funding:
- Institute for Intergovernmental Research

Program Objectives:
- Serve as a member of the LETTAC National Stakeholder Partnership and provide subject-matter expertise
- Provide feedback, strategic insight, and expertise for the development, testing, evaluation, refinement, and launch of the LETTAC Resource Center
- Identify, recommend, and provide content, resources, and trainings for inclusion in the LETTAC Resource Center

Prosecutorial Decision-Making Pilot

Funding:
- Vera Institute of Justice

Program Objectives:
- Identify prosecutors' offices for participation in the pilot phase of the study and then engage with other offices to encourage line prosecutor participation in a broader study

CONTACT THE OFFICE:
PHONE: (703) 549-9222  1400 Crystal Drive | Arlington, VA  WEBSITE: ndaa.org
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Government Affairs

Program Objectives:

○ Educate the public, policy makers, and the media on the role of the prosecutor and the importance of the prosecutor’s perspective

○ Support legislative advocacy in moving specific bills through Congress and the White House, recently including endorsing over 40 pieces of legislation in the 117th Congress

○ Participate in panels, Congressional briefings, Congressional hearings, and administration listening sessions

○ For more information on NDAA’s government affairs program and policy-related updates, please visit our website at: https://ndaa.org/resources/policy-issues/.